


BENSON PUBLIC 
SCHOOL
•Benson P.S. is a category 1 school –
proposed to close June 2017

•Our schools are the heart of our 
community. Through our efforts 
we have looked at enrolment at 
Benson over the past 5 years. We 
have grown from a school 
population of 43 students in 2012 to 
75 students in 2016

•A team of dedicated parents and 
volunteers have  began to compile 
a list of children whose parents will 
pre-register their children at 
Benson

•31 children are on the list with 13 
ready to Become a Benson Bear in 
September 2017



CARDINAL POWER 
OF CANADA 
(CAPSTONE)

•The report has not mentioned that 
Benson P.S., receives FREE HEAT 
from one of our Community 
Partners -Cardinal Power of 
Canada. 

•Cardinal Power has supplied FREE 
HEAT to Benson PS for more than  
20 years and has no intentions of 
ending the supply of FREE HEAT 
as long Benson remains a school 

• a significant savings to the Board 
and one that should not be 
overlooked or left out!



INGREDION CANADA 
INC.
•Another of our Community 
Partners is Ingredion Canada 

•Over the years Ingredion has 
supplied our small school with 
computers, IPads,  and most 
recently provided $10,000 to 
upgrade the gymnasium 
equipment room 

• Ingredion will continue to 
support Benson as a Community 
Partner now and into the future!

•Yet another significant item that 
has been overlooked in the 
report!



Healthy Fit Kids

•Small schools play a significant 
role in the health and fitness of our 
children and their families. 

•The students at Benson are within 
walking distance of the Ingredion 
Centre (Arena), the Community 
Swimming Pool, the Public Library, 
the Post Office, the Food Bank, and 
the Fire Department, just to name 
a few!



Community

•Each year our Benson students take part in 
a 6 week skating program at the Ingredion 
Centre. 

•The Township of Edwardsburgh Cardinal 
donates the ice for 1 1/2 hours 
•The students, with the help of staff and 
community volunteers walk to the Arena 
(Ingredion Centre) 

•Volunteers help the students tie their 
skates and  help school staff with extra 
supervision on the ice.
•Some children get their first skating 
experiences through the school.

• Each student has the opportunity to be 
part of this program whether they have 
their own skates and/or helmet.

• If a student does not have their own, the 
generous residents in the community 
donate skates and helmets to the school so 
that every child can take part!



Community 
Learning

•There are many benefits of small 
schools...the children benefit and so does 
the community as a whole. 
•Our children understand the benefits of 
our local foodbank, through their annual 
community walk and tour. 
•Through the annual walk the children 
are able to see and learn through the 
community volunteers what the food 
bank is for and why it is important to 
have such an asset in our community 
and why helping out and volunteering 
in your community makes an impact 
now and in the future! 
•The children at Benson are our future, 
they are our future volunteers, they are 
our future community leaders, they are 
our future Board Trustees.
•They are learning and being taught this 
as elementary school children and the 
impact is priceless!!



Volunteers
•Our school has 34 community 
volunteers. Almost half of the 34 
volunteers have dedicated 2 days 
per week to read with children at 
Benson.

•Many of these volunteers are in 
walking distance of Benson-they do 
not have transportation to allow 
them to continue their valued work 
in an out of town location.

•The time and attention these 
volunteers give to students and 
supporting our schools lives is 
what small schools are all about!

“It takes a Village to raise a child”



• Our community like so many others want their small schools to remain 
open! 

• Our children want to go to Benson, they are proud to be "Benson Bears." 

• Free Heat by Cardinal Power,  - learning about being good stewards of 
our earth through the Ingredion Sustainability Team,  - standing at the 
cenotaph on Remembrance Day and remembering without knowing the 
brave men and women who served our country from our little 
community, but who gave each one of us the freedom to choose our 
schools, to live in our communities and to stand up to the issues that 
really matter. 

• Closing Benson would now put an extra bus on the highway,  subjecting 
our children to travel times of up to 60 minutes a day round trip, and this 
is only for the first round, the second round of closures would see these 
bus times potentially double. Now our children have longer travel times 
only to arrive at a school that is only able to accommodate them by the 
use of portables, with the hope that increased pressure on the province 
would get the Board the money to build one of their super schools! 



 We believe through our determination, as Parents Community Partners 
and the Community at large, we can  increase the student body at Benson 
to 150 children in the next 5 years. 

 Through this revised report, we would ask that the Board of Trustees, 
consider working with us over the next 5 years by supporting us in our 
efforts to increase our student body. 

 If in 5 years no new funding formula has been received from the Province 
and we have fallen short of our efforts, we will work with the Board of 
Trustees to support their efforts in 5 years time. 

 This, commitment was one that was discussed and supported at our 
Community Meeting held on October 26th. 



• In closing I  ask you to consider the following passage –a very powerful and a 
very relevant piece of writing from the book: 'What If? - Learning for the twenty 
first century' by Jeff McMillan, retired teacher and chair of the Upper Canada 
District School Board.

"What if schools stopped “manufacturing” students and started to create learners 
who valued education? The present system is dominated by largeness; large 
schools, large classes, large counties or school districts. The face of education has 
been defined by textbook producers, testing companies, school supply businesses, 
school construction companies, lobby groups, politicians and so on. From this 
industrial model came the need for “standardized” testing to ensure product 
quality as the students move along the educational conveyor belt. The coldness of 
the production system has led to generations of learners who have been mass 
produced, all looking virtually the same, compliant and waiting to be told what to 
do by those in positions of authority. The schools of the 21st century need to 
embrace the power of downsizing. More people need to come in direct contact 
with the learner. This implies a downsizing in the bureaucratic hierarchy of the 
educational system, putting power in the classroom and enabling teachers to 
make a difference. Putting the “human” factor into our schools will allow 
educators and students to engage in learning experiences that move beyond 
indoctrinating to empowering them to use their strengths and talents to make a 
positive contribution to the world around them. The more intimate the contact, 
the better the opportunity for understanding and growth."


